84	SYNTAX
Mr. Lovelace has seen divers apartments at Windsor: but not one,
he says, that he thought fit for me.—richardson.
He secured . . . her sincere regard, by the feelings which he mani-
fested .—THACKERAY.
The Jones who dines with us to-night is not the Jones who was ai
school with you.
The best novel that Trollope ever wrote was . . .
Any man that knows three words of Greek could settle that point.
(ii) At the first meeting, which was held yesterday, the chair . . .
Deputies must be elected by the Zemstvos, which must be extended
and popularized, but not on the basis of . . .—Times
The Emperor William, who was present . . ., listened to a loyal
address.—Times.
The statue of the Emperor Frederick, which is the work of the
sculptor Professor Uphnes, represents the Monarch on horseback.—
Times.
Jones, who should know something of the matter, thinks differently.
The function of a defining relative clause is to limit the
application of the antecedent; where that is already precise,
a defining clause is not wanted. The limitation can be effected
in more than one way, according to the nature of the antecedent.
As a rule, the antecedent gives us a class to select from, the
defining clause enables us to make the selection. Thus in our
first example the antecedent leaves us to select from the general
class of 'men', the defining clause fixes the particular man
(presumably the only man, or the only man that would occur in
the connexion) 'who called yesterday'. Sometimes, however,
the functions of the two are reversed. When we have an ante-
cedent with a superlative, or other word of exclusive or com-
prehensive meaning, such as 'all', 'only', 'any', we know already
how to make our selection, and only wait for the relative clause
to tell us from what class to make it. We know that we are to
choose 'the best novel': the relative clause limits us to the
works of Trollope. We are to choose 'any man' we like,
provided (says our relative clause) that he 'knows three words
of Greek'. In either case, the work of definition is done by the
exclusion (implied in the relative clause) of persons or things
that the antecedent by itself might be taken to include.

